Separations highlight problems in family law, relationship property report says

Media release: Under embargo until Tuesday, 12 November 2019

People in their forties and in relationships of between 10 to 20 years are most likely to separate, with three-quarters of New Zealanders getting divorced because they fell out of love, according to the New Zealand Relationship Property Survey 2019.

Extra-marital affairs were the second main cause, followed by unreasonable behaviour. Another trend identified in the research is the increasing number of separations and section 21 pre-nuptial agreements of those over 50 years old, the so called “silver splitters”.

Produced by business advisory firm Grant Thornton New Zealand and the New Zealand Law Society’s Family Law Section, the research is based on the views of over 250 law practitioners and builds on the previous survey undertaken in 2017.

“The New Zealand Relationship Property Survey 2019 offers many useful insights into the practice of relationship property law,” says Kirsty Swadling, Chair of the Family Law Section.

“The survey results show a significant decrease in lawyers undertaking relationship property work on legal aid. Forty-four per cent of participants have ceased doing legal aid for relationship property matters in the last two years. This is consistent with concerns about access to justice in the civil courts, publicised earlier this month and highlights concerns about the impact on the public’s access to justice in relationship property matters. Twenty-five per cent of lawyers indicated encountering problems due to the inequality of financial resources as between parties to pursue the resolution of their relationship property matters.

“This survey also indicates broad agreement by the legal profession with the Law Commission’s recommendations for reviewing the Property (Relationships) Act 1976. This includes a recommendation that if one partner owned the family home before the relationship, only the increase in value during the relationship should be shared.

“Many lawyers also agree with the Law Commission’s proposed income sharing arrangements after separation where there are children involved or the relationship has lasted more than ten years.

“Lawyers involved in relationship property matters engage a range of experts. Valuation professionals remain the “go-to” advisors for relationship property lawyers.

“A significant number of practitioners also obtain legal opinions from senior counsel, further enhancing the quality of advice they can provide their clients.”

“This survey is the most comprehensive of its kind,” says Jay Shaw, Partner, Financial Advisory Services at Grant Thornton New Zealand. “It demonstrates that relationship property practitioners continue to undertake some of the most significant legal
work for most New Zealanders when it comes to their assets and offer high levels of experience and related expertise in this complex area.

“The survey shows that family lawyers have been busy and are expecting to get busier. It’s great we have this report to help build awareness into the practise of relationship property law and identify the challenges lawyers working in this space and the people they advise are facing”.

The New Zealand Relationship Property Survey 2019 can be downloaded here.
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Notes to editors:

About Grant Thornton International Ltd*
Grant Thornton is one of the world’s leading organisations of independent assurance, tax and advisory firms. These firms help dynamic organisations unlock their potential for growth by providing meaningful, actionable advice through a broad range of services. Proactive teams, led by approachable partners in these firms, use insights, experience and instinct to solve complex issues for privately owned, publicly listed and public sector clients. Over 53,000 Grant Thornton people, in more than 130 countries, are focused on making a difference to clients, colleagues and the communities in which we live and work.

Grant Thornton International is a non-practicing, international umbrella entity organised as a private company limited by guarantee incorporated in England and Wales. References to “Grant Thornton” are to the brand under which the Grant Thornton member firms operate and refer to one or more member firms, as the context requires. Grant Thornton International and the member firms are not a worldwide partnership. Services are delivered independently by member firms, which are not responsible for the services or activities of one another. Grant Thornton International does not provide services to clients.

*All references to Grant Thornton International in the press release and this “Notes to editor” section are to Grant Thornton International Ltd. Grant Thornton International Ltd is a non-practicing, international umbrella entity organized as a private company limited by guarantee incorporated in England and Wales.

About the Family Law Section
The New Zealand Law Society’s Family Law Section represents around 1,100 New Zealand family law practitioners, including family lawyers, members of the judiciary, legal executives and academics. The section also has a Friends Panel and Immediate Response team to provide support for members and an Advisory Panel who assist in preparing the submissions on law reform on behalf of the Law Society.